Modern linguistics pays more and more attention to the study of national languages at different levels. Cognitive linguistics puts the category of a concept into common scientific use: this unit becomes to be recognized as a basis on which a man creates his vision of the world. The system of concepts is characterized by certain properties. Specific ethnic language picture of the world is made up of concepts inherent to certain people.

Growing up with reality, building on it, a concept as a linguistic fact conditioned a form of subjective representation of the real world of a certain nation. After all, concept has its national intellectual and evaluation qualities. National concepts are able to give an idea of the culture, to provide and represent the most basic features of this or that ethnic group.

The formation of concepts is due to the fact that people have to adequately reflect the facts of reality in their mind. Any new information about an object or phenomenon becomes a part of the changing conceptual system. Each conceptual system through language reflects the significant social, cultural, aesthetic values adopted in society at every historical stage of development, so the national language is always a means of expressing the common culture of the people, the verbal form of expression of tendencies of its development [1].

The concept is interpreted by us as a body of knowledge, the information on the appropriate material or ideal substance. A concept may correspond to different types of information: the qualities identifying a realia, essential and nonessential, as well as subject-logical connections of the realia with others; about human attitude to it (assessment of realia, feelings and emotions caused by it); associative cultural links which the linguistic community establishes between this culture-specific element and others; a place that it occupies in human life; other realias that native speakers qualify as identical, similar or opposed to it.

Every era or the period of history is associated with a certain ideology, rhetoric, and is of particular conceptual content. At different stages of development of Ukrainian society a variety of concepts occupies the first place. Different concepts have been important for native speakers in different years of the modern period of Ukrainian history.

Modern conceptual picture of recent years in Ukraine includes such concepts as the Maidan, Nebesna Sotnia (Celestial Hundred), volonter (volunteer),
Banděrivtsi/banděrovtsy (derived from Stepan Bandera), rashizm (from pronunciation of English ‘Russia’, ‘Russian’), kiborg/ cyborg, ATO (Anti-Terrorist Operation in Ukraine), separatist(from English ‘separatism’), vata/ vatnik (Vatnik – a man under authority actions of official propaganda), ukry/ ukrop (the name for the new Euromaidan supporters and Kiev authorities, which are characterized by orientation to the West and anti-Russian sentiments), annexia (from Latin ‘annexation’, concerning Crimea) and others [8, 9, 10, 11].

The subject of this research constitutes the implementation of the language and cognitive model of concept ‘Cyborg’ developed on the basis of its language representation in the modern Ukrainian discourse.

The relevance of cognitive-linguistic modeling of concept ‘Cyborg’ is due primarily to its high representativeness in the modern Ukrainian discourse that, in turn, suggests a significant place that this concept has occupied in the worldview of modern Ukrainian society. The material for the study is based on the contexts verbalization of concept ‘Kiborg/Cyborg’ was taken from journalistic texts [2, 3, 4, 5, 7].

It should be noted that the concept ‘Cyborg’ is of interest in the linguistic, sociological, philosophical and universal views and occupied a significant place in both the scientific and the linguistic world of modern Ukrainian society until recently. Concept sphere of this phenomenon has been formed under the influence of Ukrainian life events in this historical period of independent Ukraine; it is based on a heightened perception of the events of 2014-2015 military conflict.

We analyzed the concept ‘Kiborg/Cyborg’ in almost all structural levels of language: it can be represented by morpheme, word, phrase, sentence, and text. On the morphological level, this concept consists mainly of root morpheme: kiber-/cyber- (Ukr. kibersotnya, kiberdrug, kiberpoeziya). Using semantic analysis it becomes possible to identify some key values at the lexical level, representing the different conceptual areas: 1. cyborg, a cybernetic organism (the character of science fiction), semi-fantastic creature that represents bionic; 2. The patient, whose life is supported by an artificial entity or entities.

Without going into the history of the origins of the concept, we should mention only the fact that these values characterize the concept until 2014. How it evolved or expanded the concept and the reasons for this phenomenon?

As noted above, the formation of concepts, reflecting the information on the general properties of objects and phenomena of the surrounding world has lasted for many centuries. «Each generation makes its contribution to the process of forming a conceptual framework, enriching, and sometimes significantly altering its content. No concept can be regarded as something fixed, finally formed» [6].

The dynamics of the development of concepts can be seen in the transformation and expansion of the concept ‘Cyborg’.

An interesting fact is that the appearance of a new value of an existing word reflecting the long-known concept occurred in September 2014. On the pages of the blog the pro-Russian author called Ukrainian military men cyborgs, «I do not know who is sitting there, but they’re not the people – cyborgs !!!» [3]. This example illustrates the fact that the functioning of the concept – the process of selection and
use of specific linguistic means, which, according to the message sender, able to activate this concept in the mind of the recipient. The word 'kiborg/cyborg' was chosen by a speaker to refer to the phenomenon described, in this case a cognitive signs of «man-machine», «ineradicable / undying», «Immortal», «iron» are called and implemented by this word. It should also be noted that in addition to figural component is present as estimative, which in this case is negative.

Subsequently, the floor was taken up by both journalists and users of social networks, and then traditional media, they called Donetsk Airport defenders as cyborgs. [2]. Characteristics «man-machine», «defender», «inexterminable» are added to this feature as «a man of indomitable will and courage.»

The dictionary of Modern Ukrainian language and slang «Mislovo» recognized the word ‘cyborg’ as the word of 2014. The word «cyborg», according to the newspaper «Ukrainian Pradva», is perhaps the only one among the most important words in the last year, which is positive. Among the iconic positive words ‘volonter’ is mentioned. Other words that have described the year of 2014, such as «annexation», «war», «ATO» or «vatnik» are of evidently vivid negative connotation. [7].

In recent years, after the airport was completely destroyed another feature of «immortality» has been added to the existing characteristics: «Cyborgs despise death, believe in miracles» [4]. Concept ‘Cyborg’ is closely related to such key concepts of culture, as the War, Man, Ukraine, Enemy, Fight, Will, Fortitude, Immortality, Hero, Life. These concepts overlap in the content of integrating features «defence», «homeland», «resistance», «war», «the enemy», «immortality», «iron will», «heroism», so that they are united in the conceptual paradigm. On the language level, the following associative chain can be constructed: the fight – war – Ukraine – the enemy – defence – separatism – attack – invincibility – resistance – immortality – an iron will – courage – hero.

With confidence we can say that the concept ‘Cyborg’ is perceived as a political term functioning widely in the daily press where not individuals but the whole phenomenon is called cyborg. Thus, this modern concept has a multi-component structure represented by the following elements: 1. a man-machine/robot; 2. Donetsk Airport defender; 3. The man of indomitable will and courage; 4. immortal and invincible man, a hero. The concept ‘Cyborg’ is an important element of the Ukrainian national picture of the world containing in its structure both universal and national elements.
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